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Traits of Psychic Addicts
During life’s ups and downs, we can sometimes feel quite overwhelmed and out of control
with our emotions and thoughts. Feeling helpless, vulnerable and not knowing what do, many
many people have turned to psychics, fortune tellers etc to find some answers and peace
within themselves. Unfortunately a lot of people have been mislead by some psychic readers,
where they have been told what they want to hear and have fed on their weaknesses and
vulnerabilities. Millions of people have and still are addicted to psychics, and spend hundreds
and thousands of pounds finding what they have lost – their power and self control.

Am I a Psychic Junkie?
If you can relate to any of the following habits, then you may be addicted to psychics.
1. Psychic hopping, which is known as going from reader to reader for “clarification” or “another
opinion. An ethical Psychic Reader is not going to read a client over and over on the same
situation, and will let their client know that early on in the reader/client relationship.
What is usually the case with psychic hopping is a client going from reader to reader chasing
the words that they want to hear, and unfortunately there are plenty of unscrupulous readers
that not only have no problem telling them what they want to hear, but actually encourage it,
fostering dependency. Why? Because it keeps them coming back for paid readings. CHACHING!
So what happens when you speak to say 3 readers and they all tell you the same thing, and
th
then you come across the 4 reader who tells you the complete opposite to what the other 3
readers have told you? This send you in a panic, and you start all over again!
A good reader is going to encourage you to live in the now. To realise that you are the captain
of your own ship. To emphasise that nothing is written in stone, and to allow time for choices
and decisions of your own making to unfold.
2. Spending money that you don’t really have to spend on psychic readings, or using money for
a psychic reading that is saved for another area of your life, especially finances that are for
bills and other basic necessities of life such as food, gas, clothing and shelter.
3. Opening up credit cards or running up balances on credit cards wherein most of the balance
is for psychic readings.
4. Getting anxious, irritable and/or angry because you cannot call an advisor due to finances or
even when you can, and you cannot reach the one, two, three or five that you have been
calling.
5. Getting angry at an advisor that suggests that you may have been getting too many readings
and suggests that it may be time for you to look at this issue and get help for it as they would
for any serious addiction. If it angers you that an advisor has stated this, ask yourself why,
and be honest with the answer.

If you are worried about this addiction and you are in emotional and financial distress, then please call
me NOW.
You can read up on my ’20 minute Crave Basher’ service or Spiritual Healing program, to get rid
of this dangerous addiction.
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